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SUMMARIES
Mazur V. L. “Problems of the industrial policy in Ukraine” – By some examples of the

functioning of signed enterprises of the metallurgy, machine�building, titan industry, chemical
industry, and other branches of the economy, the drawbacks of Ukraine’s industrial policy, which
threaten the state to be deindustrialized, are revealed. The actuality of the theme is strengthened by
many times in connection with the world financial�economic crisis and the force majeure
circumstances taking place in Ukraine in connection with the situation in the Donbas.

It is shown that the industrial policy is the integral and coordinated system of measures of
authorities, which are aimed at the development of the industry on the whole and its separate
branches, and is realized through the relevant mechanisms (stimulation, regulation, control, etc).
The object of the industrial policy is not only the separate enterprises or production branches, but
the whole industrial complex of the state, which should be considered as a single holistic organism.

It is shown that the industrial policy must support the enhancement of the competitiveness of
commodities and services of the domestic producers on the foreign markets, i.e., it must involve
the foreign economic aspects and must protect the internal market from the expansion of foreign
commodities. The final purpose should be the competitiveness of the national economy in the
middle� and long�term perspectives with regard for state’s security (food, defense, etc.).

It is shown that the common sign of the majority of enterprises of the machine�building is the
orientation of their products onto the external markets and the traditionally strong cooperation
with enterprises of the CIS. Almost all machine�building enterprises require a permanent state
support. The industrial policy of Ukraine must consider these peculiarities of the machine�building
complex, by being based on state’s pragmatic economic interests. It is intolerable, by using the
slogans of as if fair competition, to give the orders of the Ukrainian power industry to foreign
companies, which have no scientific�technical advantages over the domestic industrial leading plants.

The existence of the possibility to enhance the efficiency of the functioning of great industrial
objects and industrial branches in the case where the authorities make the economically grounded
decisions is shown. Some managerial measures that will ensure a support of the national interests
at the realization of the industrial policy in Ukraine are proposed.

Kovalyov V. M., Ataeva O. A. “Social consequences of the development of a human labor” –
The appearance and the development of a human labor, which are related to the establishment of a
person on our planet as a carrier of the own potential, testified to the start of the human era and the
civilization existing under conditions of the arising of permanent socio�economic contradictions
in the society that are generated by the very nature of persons and by consequences of their labor.

The social consequences of the development of a human labor are understood as a result of the
targeted useful activity of persons under the influence of manifestations of the system of objective laws
of development of the Nature and the society that is realized in the continuous development of productive
forces and in the transformation of production relations in the society, as well as in the aspiration of the
humanity to the perfectness of the spiritual, material, and social life of persons themselves.

But, in the modern time, the humanity has entered, in essence, in the epoch of the global
development of productive forces and economic possibilities. At the same time, the system of
oligarchic capitalism has immersed the world community into the chaos of social relations and
into the strip of wars and international conflicts, revolutions, terrorism, corruption, exploitation of
a person by a person, and the inequality of distributive relations destroying the spiritual, material,
and social bases of people. Therefore, the humanity and the economic science should comprehend
the aims and the law of coexistence of persons on the basis of the noospheric approach, the system
of other objective laws of development of the Nature and the society, the essence of the category of
social consequences of a labor, and the new methodology, which is proposed in the present article
and is aimed at the formation of a labor potential structure, and should substantiate the proportions
of a distribution of the as�formed values between the owners of the labor potential.

 Those proportions can become a scientific basis for the substantiation of a volume of
legislatively established standards and normatives in the system of social partnership, which will
allow one to specifically discussed the ways of socialization and humanization of the capitalistic
means of production and its social relations.

Gumenіuk V. V. “The state control over the competition on the market of resort�recreational
services” – Under the modern conditions, the necessity to move Ukraine’s resort�recreational sphere
onto a qualitatively new level of its functioning is objectively matured. There exist the needs in the
reconstruction of the system of state’s support of the development of a competition. At the same
time, the conceptual positions of the development of a competition and the formation of tools of
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state’s competitive policy remain a theme of the scientific discussion. The questions about state’s
competitive policy in the resort�recreational sphere and its results require the up�date rethinking.

Here, the conceptual principles of the development of a competition under conditions of the
establishment of the market of resort�recreational services in Ukraine are considered. The character
of a manifestation of key forces of the competition is studied, and the peculiarities of their
arrangement in the resort�recreational sphere are revealed. The preconditions and the factors of an
innovative competition are determined, and the potential of stimulation of the steady development
of resorts of the state and local levels with its participation is substantiated. The peculiarities of
functioning of the market mechanism in the resort�recreational sphere under conditions of a
monopolistic competition are shown. The problems and the consequences of a low level of the
nonprice competition on the market of resort�recreational services caused by the underestimation
of the meaning of a development of the favorable competitive medium for the development of the
resort recreation, which occurs together with the neglect of social interests of the social development,
individual values of a person, and his/her differentiated needs and possibilities are clarified.

The manifestations of an unfair competition, cases of abuse of the monopolistic state, and
anticompetitive actions of authorities and economic entities hamper the structural changes in the
resort�recreational sphere, which are directed to the enhancement of the quality of services, and
activation of the processes of balanced pricing.

This study claims the necessity to develop and to realize the value�oriented conception of
state’s economic policy, which would stimulate the efficient competition in the interests of the
consumers of resort�recreational services.

Bogdan I. V. “Procyclic or anticyclic fiscal policy: methods of diagnostics” – The article is devoted
to practical aspects of the application of modern tools of the diagnostics of a fiscal policy in the
context of the formation of conditions for the macroeconomic stability and the support of a sustainable
economic growth in the future. A methodical approach to the determination of a directedness of the
fiscal policy and its correspondence to the problems of macroeconomic balance with regard for the
current trend of an economic cycle is presented. For this purpose on the basis of the data of IMF and
reports of the State Exchequer Service of Ukraine, Pension Fund of Ukraine, and State Statistics
Service of Ukraine with the use of our previous results of studies concerning the estimation of indicators
of the sector of general public administration (SGPA) and according to standards of the tax�budgetary
statistics of IMF GFSM�2001, the value of potential GDP, gap between it and the value of real GDP,
elasticity of incomes of the SGPA relative to GDP, cyclic component of incomes of the SGPA,
operational and summary balances of the SGPA with regard for the cyclic component and without it,
and fiscal pulses of the balances of the sector of public administration are calculated and analyzed.
On the basis of the obtained data, the time periods (since 2002 till 2015), in which the fiscal policy of
Ukraine affected procyclically or anticyclically the economic dynamics trajectory, are determined.
The risks of a strengthening of macroeconomic disbalances, which are related to a negative fiscal
pulse that comes from the fiscal policy of Ukraine for two last years due to the consolidation of consumer
and investment expenditures and to the direction of money assets (including the borrowed ones) to
the acquisition of financial assets, are substantiated.

Borodina O. M. “CAP of EU as the dynamical union of sectoral needs and social interests” – CAP
is the history of the dynamical partnership between citizens, farmers, and politicians, which was
developed in the correspondence with global challenges. CAP has passed the way from the solution of
the problems of a deficit of foodstuffs to the solution of the problems of its quality and safety with the
creation of proper conditions of upkeep of animals, guarantee of the controllability and conservation of
the environment, and production of public benefits, by which the producers supply the citizens of EU.

Due to CAP, the citizens of EU have guarantees of the solution of a number of social questions
(quality and safety of foodstuffs, consumer’s choice, conservation of the rural territory and natural
resources, prosperity of rural communities, conservation of the traditional style of life, ensuring
the health of animals) and global problems such as changes in the climate and food security. The
guarantees of CAP concerning those economic, social, and ecological questions testify that it serves
not only the farmers, but all Europeans, because namely they pay for its realization.

The new agrarian policy till 2020 corresponds to the economic, ecological, and territorial
challenges, with which Europe and the world are faced in the third millennium, and demonstrates
the real responsibility for the solution of global problems affecting many persons in EU and outside
it (especially, the problems of food security, changes in the climate, and migration). In this case, it
shows the dedication to the European model of agriculture built on the family farming and supports
its advantages such as the self�provision with foodstuffs in the Euroregion with the 500�million
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population and the potential ability to the management on the principles of stability, which secures,
in turn, its future in the long�term perspective.

Ukraine can take the important lessons from the evolution of CAP for the creation of a new
ideological platform with state’s support of the development of the domestic agriculture and the
rural communities. The time periods, when the monoculturization and the growth of a raw�materials
export were considered as the political priorities, must go to the past. Such practice destroys the
foundations of not only the rural life, but the very agricultural production as well.

Drebot O. I. “Nature management economy in Ukraine’s forest�growing and timber industry” –
The term “nature management” in its applied meaning as a “labor object” in the forest�growing
branch closely connected with the timber industrial activity is studied. It is clarified that the current
normative�legal acts on the forest�growing and the public discourse are directed not onto their objective
context in the nature management sphere, but more onto the use of forest resources. Hence, the use
of mineral raw�materials resources, which are not renewable by the economic context, is equated to
the forest management, though the physical volumes of the grown wood, as well as its removal and
realization, are renewable and are easily measured by quantitative parameters. The account category
of land resources “forest lands and other timberlands” included 10624 thou ha or 17.6% of the area as
of January 1, 2014 by the State Land Register of Ukraine (SLRU). This is a quite powerful resource
for the development of the forest�growing as a productive profitable land use. But, in the SLRU, it is
called “forests and other forest�covered areas”, which implies that the object of a labor and, hence, a
fiscal payment is a forest, rather than the land.

In the account of land resources in the account category “lands for the forestry purpose,” the
appropriate differentiation is lacking. For example, the row “forestry enterprises” includes the
data on the land users with different contents of the ecological�economic purpose. The last fact
excludes their applied use for the weighty evaluation and for the making of organizational�technical
decisions concerning the management, including the intensification of the timber production and
the associated development of the timber industry. Thus, the improvement of the content of a
nature management in the forest�growing branch requires the applied comprehension and the
refining of the land, forest, and taxation legislation concerning its efficient realization and financing.

Garkushenko O. M. “Environmental taxation: necessity or taxation and political pressures” –
The fast development of the industry and the growth of the population cause a sharp increase in the
level of anthropogenic load on the natural environment (NE). To solve this problem, such organizations
as UNO, Greenpeace, etc. claim the necessity of an ecological regulation of the economy, in particular,
by means of the application of environmental taxes. However, the payers of those taxes consider them
as an increase in the taxation pressure. Under the conditions of globalization and integrational
processes, the use of environmental taxes by countries and the tax rates acquire the political color and
can become an argument in the struggle of domestic producers and TNC with national governments.

Such problems are slightly discussed in the scientific literature. Therefore, the article is aimed at
the analysis of conditions, under which the environmental taxes can become a tool of the political
and taxation pressures, and claims the necessity of their use in view of the signed international
agreements, economic and environmental situations, and possibilities of the transboard contamination.

It is established that the political and taxation pressures in the context of the application of
environmental taxes are realized in three cases:

1) pressure of the great industrial capital on a government with the purpose to decrease the
taxation obligations of the former;

2) pressure of the government on polluters in the case where the technico�technological limit
for a decrease in the contamination is attained and the further improvement of the state of NE is
impossible without essential break�throughs in the fundamental sciences and without the long�
term and expensive studies in the applied sciences;

3) requirements of the countries that are leaders in the environmental regulation of the
economy and in the world community as for the introduction of environmental taxes and tax rates
in less “ecologically developed” countries.

At the same time, the author proves that Ukraine has the reserves to increase the rates of
environmental taxes with regard for the present state of NE, situation with environmental taxes,
and inclination to integrate with EU and that the assertion about the existence of the political and
taxation pressures of the environmental taxes is not substantiated.

To improve the state of NE in Ukraine with regard for its economic development and the
requirements of the Ukraine�EU Association Agreement, a complex of recommendations on the
improvement of environmental taxation is proposed.
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